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Sipping in 
Sustainability

Where on earth

California
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When you visit Concannon Winery in the Livermore Valley, the Imagery Estate 
and Benziger Wineries in Glen Ellen, or Dutcher Crossing in Healdsburg (in 
northern Sonoma County), chances are the owners, guides and winemakers 
will tell you they, “do things differently.” This is not just marketing chat. While 
Northern California’s winery culture is still very much about the aspirational 
“finer things” lifestyle, the wineries setting the standards for sustainable 
production are equally focused on providing visitors with information about 
what goes into what they drink above and beyond terroir and varietals.

this photo Vineyard.

…All you could hear was wind 
with no birds, insects or any 

other animals…
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What defines ‘sustainability’ in wine production, of 
course, depends on which winery you are visiting. No 
matter how each winery goes about it, all will touch 
upon the stages of production, from the maintenance of 
the land and the plants to harvesting, aging, bottling 
and distribution. They’ve made it a point to stress that 
learning about sustainability is as integral to the 
enjoyment of the winery visit as vineyard walks, wine 
tastings, special programs (tasting dinners, wine 
blending classes) and other aspirational activities that 
make Northern California a perennial favourite 
destination among wine tourists.

On the Benziger property, one of Sonoma’s most 
popular draws, its “Sustainability Walk” is as flawlessly 
curated as any of the best botanical gardens in 
California, but serves a specific educational purpose. 
The popular sheep are not just cuddly mascots, but also 
make pesticides completely unnecessary. 

Chris Benziger (son of founder Joe Benziger and 
younger brother of winemaker Mike Benziger) exudes 
the kind of charisma one would expect from a Brand 
Manager as he discusses the original 19th century 
owners of the land, the literary figures who later 
squatted there (most famously, Hunter S. Thompson), 
the hugely popular Benziger wine club, and how the 
aforementioned sheep came to work on the property. 
He also intersperses stories of how he, Mike and the rest 
of the Benziger kids learned valuable lessons of 
sustainable farming and conservation that continue to 
shape the operation. 

“When the family came out here in 1980, there wasn’t 
a lot of organic farming going on,” explains Chris. 
“Integrated pest management was rare, (and) we 
farmed as our neighbours did, and the Monsanto guy 
would show up with a big bag of metho-level-bad stuff 
and spray it everywhere with his Nifty Fifty sprayer. 
Let’s say you had leafhoppers, you go and nuke the leaf 
hoppers, and next time there would be mildew and you 
would chemically treat that. In very short order, we were 
collectively pushing nature out of this beautiful piece of 
property... the unintended aspects of chemical spraying. 
We realized that because the earth was being killed by 
those very chemicals we were using to save it. Our wine 
quality was not getting better, and we realized we were 
putting scars on our land. When (we first moved to 
Northern California) and we played around the vineyard, 
it burst with all sorts of life. Before we switched over to 
(biodynamic farming) all you could hear was wind with 
no birds, insects or any other animals.”

photos this paGE from top lEft 
Dutcher view; Benziger 
Tour Terrace tasting; 
Benziger Winemaker Lisa; 
Dutcher view.
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ServeS 6

Brussels Sprouts  
in Brown Sugar Marmalade

Chef Ari Weiswasser sources most of his produce at the family-owned 
biodynamic farm, up the road from his restaurant, Glen ellen Star.

red Wine 
Vinegar 2½ cups 

liquid glucose 
1 cup

brown sugar  
1 cup

bacon cut into 
small dice, 3 cups 

onion cut into 
small dice, 1 cup 

brussels sprouts 
2 lbs, halved 

Vegetable oil  
as needed

salt to taste

1 to make the marmalade, reduce the wine, glucose and 
brown sugar into a thick glaze. Keep warm and set aside.

2 render the bacon until crispy then remove from the 
pan. Sweat the onion in the bacon fat. Drain off fat and 
fold the bacon and onions through the marmalade glaze.

3 oil a cast iron pan large enough to fit a healthy portion 
of Brussels sprouts and heat it in a wood oven or over a 
hot grill. 

4 toss the Brussels sprouts in a bit of oil and salt.

5 put Brussels sprouts into hot cast iron pan and roasted 
until deeply Caramelized.

6 dress with bacon marmalade.  
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Even if the grapes look pretty, you end up “growing sugar 
water balloons” using those chemical-industrial farming 
methods, according to Chris Benziger. He further explains that 
chemicals stop the roots from, “going into that rich geological 
lasagna,” and the plant stops growing because it doesn’t have 
to work as hard to get nutrients. His case for biodynamic wine 
is humorous but powerful: While the beautiful grapes can grow, 
they lack the flavour — the terroir — that makes quality wine.

Once the Benziger family had committed itself to the Lodi 
Rules and the CSWA along with the environmental and social 
issues the winery’s “Biodynamic Journey” addresses, there was 
no going back. In the first two decades of the 21st century, 
growers and colleagues at other wineries followed their lead. 
Other opportunities for the Benziger family arose over time, 
including the Imagery Series, originally introduced in 1995 as a 
series of special edition wines through a collaboration between 
winemaker Joe Benziger and noted artist Bob Nugent. Joe’s 
daughters Jamie (Imagery’s winemaker) and Jill (Consumer, 
Trade and Outreach Liason) have worked hard to bring Imagery 
to life as a separate winery and take winemaking and tasting 
room visits into a different direction. As a result, Imagery 
Winery is regarded as a sister winery with its own singular 
merits. The winery was certified biodynamic in 2000-2001. 
Jamie Benziger explains how her family members brought their 
hard earned knowledge and support to outside growers.

“What my father, Joe, did was form his own sustainability 
program called ‘Farming for Flavors,’ before Lodi Rules and the 
CSWA came along,” she says, beaming with pride. “We used 
our sustainability program to teach all of our outside growers 
how to be better stewards to the earth, from water recycling, 
being a good neighbour, not spraying (pesticide chemicals 
everywhere), protecting wildlife and biodiversity in the 
vineyards, things like that. We had that program until a year 
ago, when CSWA became the bigger umbrella and the one 
that’s industry recognized, so CSWA covers all of our wineries. 
Here in Sonoma sustainability has been huge across the board. 
In fact, it seems as if every winery in Sonoma County is 
sustainable (certified) in some way. In 2019, when Imagery’s 
wines launched and sold nationally, we encouraged all of our 
growers to become certified sustainable.”

Over at Concannon, meanwhile, the “timeline” wall in the 
visitor center/tasting area wall that helps winemaker Joe Foster 
provide context for his tour is museum grade. You could spend 
an entire day soaking in the aromas of grapes and mulling over 
the parallels between the label art in Imagery’s art gallery and 
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photos this paGE from top 
lEft Biodynamic Trail;  
Big wheel at Dutcher; 
Concannon Vineyard 
barrels; Concannon 
Vineyard; Benziger wine.

ServeS 4

Brick Chicken with Strawberry 
Harissa & Garden Sorrel

Chef Ari Weiswasser suggests brining the chicken in a 5%/2.5% salt/sugar 
brine ratio for an hour then air drying it for 24 hours before continuing with 
the recipe. At his Restaurant he serves the chicken over red fliorani polenta, a 
single varietal red corn grown in Santa rosa.

Whole Chicken  
1, spatchcocked

Canola oil 1 cup 

dried new Mexico 
Chiles 4, stemmed, 
seeded and torn into 
rough pieces

garlic 6 large cloves, 
chopped

Caraway seeds 1 Tbs

Cumin seeds 1 Tbs

roasted red peppers  
1 cup, drained  
and patted dry

oil-packed sun-dried 
tomatoes ½ cup, 
drained and patted dry

White Wine Vinegar 2 
cups

strawberry preserves  
1–2cups

Kosher salt to taste

Cayenne pepper  
to taste

sorrel leaves  
for garnish

1 preheat the oven to 400°F. 

2 season the chicken with salt and freshly ground 
black pepper. Place the chicken skin side down in a 
cast iron skillet and weight it with a brick wrapped 
foil. Add the canola oil and cook on the stovetop 
over medium high heat until well coloured, about 
four minutes. 

3 transfer to the oven and roast until an instant-
read thermometer inserted into the thickest part of 
the thigh reads 165°F.

4 flip the chicken over chicken pieces and add the 
butter, crushed garlic and thyme and allow to cool 
for 3 minutes in the pan.

5 to create the harissa, toast the chiles in oil for three 
minutes over medium heat. 

6 add the garlic and spices and cook for two 
minutes, then add the roasted peppers, sun-dried 
tomatoes and vinegar and cook for 15 minutes. 

7 proCess in a food processor unit smooth, season 
with additional salt and vinegar to taste. Add an 
equal quantity of strawberry preserves to the blend. 

8 top the chicken with the strawberry harissa and 
garden sorrel leaves. 
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nuanced wine expressions. The winery is one of the original 
standard bearers for sustainable wine production in California and 
the US. Foster uses the timeline display to provide visual context 
for how Concannon was first with many winemaking innovations 
that would lay the groundwork for what the California wine 
industry would become in later decades. The contributions are so 
significant that bottles and other artifacts have also been 
immortalized in the Smithsonian in Washington, DC. 

While this winery is known for its modern, elegant expressions 
of Cabernet Sauvignon, its roots run deep figuratively and literally... 
back to 1883... making it America’s oldest continually operating 
winery. Its reputation as a quality winemaker, and some of its 
hallowed Cabernet Clones (7, 8 and 11), originate from a single 
“Mother Vine” founder John Concannon brought in from Chateaux 
Margaux. She still stands proudly at the head of the grounds 
surrounded by some of her “children.” 

Concannon is recognized as one of the state’s and the nation’s 
first trailblazers in sustainable winemaking. “Our success is not just 
about the methods in which we grow our grapes, maintain our 
vineyards, and doing our part to protect the environment,” says 
Foster. “We’ve always looked at the bigger picture of environmental 
stewardship that will positively impact other winemakers. In fact, it 
goes beyond being a good neighbour to other growers and 
producers, engaging in philanthropic activities in our community 
and creating an exemplary work environment for our employees. 
While we’ve long been a strong advocate of sustainable farming, 
Concannon was an active participant in the development of the 
Wine Institute’s “Code of Sustainable Winegrowing Practices” (or 
CSWA) in 2009.”

Concannon was one of 17 California wineries that participated in 
the CSWA “Certified Pilot Program” to test the efficacy of the 
certification requirements and offer feedback for introducing a 
statewide certification program as well as establishing a set of 
sustainable standards for all California wineries through third-party 
verification and meeting requirements for continuous 
improvement. As our group of enthusiastic oenophiles heads 
toward the Mother Vine, Foster concludes his history lesson by 
noting that in January 2010, Concannon was among the 13 first 
wineries to be awarded this rigorous certification, proving that the 
commitment to stepping up the existing conservation practices 
and business standards had paid off.

There are many sides to every story, along with different routes 
to the main plot, and McManis wine near Livermore (and in the 
heart of the McManis’ proprietary Lodi Valley Appellation) has one 
so compelling that it draws serious wine enthusiasts from as far 
away as Canada and Sweden even if it doesn’t have the manicured 
gardens, swanky tasting rooms, cafes and gift shops of other 
wineries. Justin McManis (representing the winery’s fifth dynasty 
along with sister Tanya), Dirk Heuvel and winemaker Michael 
Robustelli are witty and approachable, but clearly no nonsense in 
their tour (where we taste things in the middle of the vineyard, as 
they may do). They assume that visitors are mainly there to see 
where the magic actually happens as nature intended rather than 
as interpreted by an interior designer.

“We started our journey towards becoming 100% certified 
sustainable in 2008, and when we certified our first vineyard, 
we realized right away that there we didn’t really have to 
change our farming practices,” stresses Robustelli. “It was 
just a lot more documenting what we were already doing. 
We were already implementing solar power, recycling all of 
our back-flush water so nothing gets wasted, implementing 
permanent cover crops and just really looking at the 
biodiversity within the vineyards to enable beneficial insects 
to thrive as well as enhance other naturally ocurring 
resources that nourish the vines.”

Justin McManis adds that when McManis got involved in 
the sustainability program, the “Lodi Rules,” affirmed the 
management and winemakers had been doing almost 
everything correctly. The Lodi Rules is the oldest sustainable 
vineyard farming program in the state of California and its 
success (along with the successful harvests and production 
participating wineries experienced) begat other 
sustainability programs, including the California Sustainable 
Wine Growing Alliance (CSWA), which McManis is now 
officially certified through. 

“The industry in Sonoma is very collaborative,” explains 
Jill Benziger. “(Uncle) Mike and the others have always been 
open book encouraging other producers to see what we’ve 
done, how we created best practices and how we’ve applied 
those practices to the vineyards, from water recycling to 
better ground maintenance methods free of chemicals to 
temperature control. We encourage any winemaker or 
winery or grower interested in expanding their sustainability 
foot print to come out and see us. We are less about having 
a competitive edge and more about all of us growing 
together as a rising tide.”  

photos this paGE 
Benziger; Dutcher 
Fireside.
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Benziger Family Winery
www.benzinger.com

Dutcher Creek Winery
www.dutchercrossingwinery.com

Imagery Estate Winery
www.imagerywinery.com

Concannon Vineyard
www.concannonvineyard.com

McManis Family Vineyards
www.int.mcmanisfamilyvineyards.com

Glen Ellen Star
www.glenellenstar.com

Jackson’s Bar & Oven
www.jacksonsbarandoven.com

Dimitri’s Taverna
www.demitristavernalivermore.com 

You CaN’T DISCuSS THE CarE that goes into a 
winery’s work without discussing what foods the results 
pair well with. This is the adrenaline that powers the 
casual-with-purpose restaurant scene. although several 
wineries have casual cafes, white tablecloth establishments 
or something in between on their properties (Imagery 
does, and the pizzas are worth writing home about, as 
does Dutcher Creek), it’s also fun to venture out and 
try a few restaurants whose approach to sustainable 
ingredient sourcing parallels that of the wineries.

as more wine fans have their children in tow, and 
the sustainability movement offers teachable moments, 
parents often ask themselves if there’s something 
kid-friendly and fun that will appeal to adults. at 
Santa rosa hotspot Jackson’s Bar & oven, under 
chef Josh Silvers, adults appreciate how the food can 
be both sophisticated and playful. In addition to an 
exceptional steak offering, there’s a crisp and hearty 
take on a gyro sandwich (Lamb Stuffed Flatbread), 
Mexican elote-style corn, Indian spiced meatballs, 
Lobster Mac-and-Cheese and a genuinely different 
burrata cheese appetizer with pistachios and honey.

Chef ari Weiswasser, like the Benziger family (which 
he married into), found success on the East Coast before 
moving to California and creating innovative “New 
american” fare at Glen Ellen Star. after honing his 
skills and reputation at the hallowed French Laundry in 
Yountville, he created a presence across the street from 
his wife’s family’s Benziger Family Winery, planting 
gardens in the vineyard to provide much of the kitchen’s 
produce. of course, when things are enjoyed family 
style here, diners know it comes from an honest place. 
Interesting vegan pastas, heirloom salads, original sauces 
crafted from the family farm plot and other seasonal 
creations pair beautifully with wines from Benziger, 
Imagery and other producers in the neighbourhood.

Down in the Livermore central business district, which 
is coming into its own as a rustic-chic wine country 
destination, Dimitris and Nick Kaplanis’ Dimitris’ Tavern 
bridges the gap between the friendly family-owned (and 
family friendly) no-fuss neighbourhood Greek restaurant 
and a wine country bistro. The menu illustrates how chef 
Videl Espajal playfully takes staples like saganaki, gyros, 
moussaka, salads and fries in healthier or unexpectedly 
creative directions to suit the tastes of regulars and 
growing numbers of wine country visitors.  

More Food  
For Thought
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Talia Wooldridge is a Toronto-based 
freelance writer, fashion designer and music lover.
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